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Introduction
Take up the challenge to design
a meaningful innovation for 1
billion people. In a transformative
programme consisting of
different thematical weeks
on Trend Watching, Design
Psychology, Creative User
Research, Creative Concepting,
Prototyping, Business modelling
and Exposition Design, students
gained the knowledge and
insights to change existing
situations.
From August 2021 until January
2022, students were challenged
to take the next step from
‘problem solving design’ to
‘sense making design’ (Bannon,
Kolko).

With all a curious and open
mindset, it was again a pleasure
and honour to work with students
from different universities of
Applied Sciences in and outside
the Netherlands.
The students designed
innovations that could benefit
a substantial part of the world.
Students gained deep insights
about users and relevant
stakeholders. They defined and
reframed problems, in order to
generate solutions or alternative
approaches that are more
effective than those that already
exist.
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The pandemic made it impossible
to organise fieldtrips abroad for
testing the innovations. With a
persistent and critical mindset
all the students managed to be
creative and to come up with
great ideas and innovations, even
in times of COVID-19.
In this respect all the students
exceeded their own expectations.
We are going to miss the 20212022 student group!
Enjoy the exploring innovations!
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The Teachers
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The innovators of 2022
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Social Business
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Offsider

Ignacio Pujol Gil
ignaciopujolgil@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
ignacio-pujol-gil/

‘How might we make
medium and small
enterprises to retain
loyal customers by
rewarding them
using the blockchain
technology?’

There are many different types of
customers, and Brands always try
to look for loyal people like you,
as these people, are the ones that
bring value to the business. In
order to find them, brands try to
reward such customers in order to
retain them. These rewards are socalled loyalty programs. However,
these programs which are being
used so far don’t seem to be pretty
successful. The rewards given come
with lots of conditions, for example:
10% in your next purchase over 50€.
These common loyalty programs
lack of effort/value, so they haven’t
been effective when it comes to
retaining loyal customers.

We have developed a system
in which brands provide NFT
rewards with integrated value to its
consumers. Consumers will be able
to collect such NFTs every time they
purchase, and they will be able to
exchange them with experiences
and rewards such as discounts
or products, the more NFTs they
collect, the better the reward will
be. Everything will happen in a
platform in which companies will
have their NFT collections and
Consumers will be able to redeem
and store them as they purchase.

Offsider is here to upgrade the
game.
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Social Business
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Work, Culture &
Play
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Connect to Collect

Valeriya Ozerova
vlrya@hotmail.nl
http://valeriyaozerova.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
valeriyaozerova/

‘How might we bring
students together to
connect comfortably
in and outside of
school?’

Connect to Collect allows you to
be yourself and represent what
you are, where you come from,
what your goals are and so on.
And all this by means of a (card)
game. Create valuable bonds
with people and give each other
the space to break the ice and
work together towards enjoyable
memories.

Because as a student you also
live next to other students in
your neighbourhood who are
just as longing for contact as
you are. Play the game and
challenge each other to make
trips to the country where you
are studying, even if it is only
temporarily.

Besides the game, you can also
do this at home with each other,
to maintain contact. You do this
by means of the accompanying
application that ensures that you
are not only in contact with the
people from school, but also
with your neighbours.

Connect to Collect is there
to encourage you to make
comfortable steps, build
friendships or even connections
for the future. Are you up to the
challenge? Then connect and
collect now.
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The Story Catcher

Tanya Tran
tanyaatran@hotmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
tanya-tran-1b76651a6/

‘How might we
educate children, in
a playful way, about
their impact on the
environment?’

One thing we all have in common
is the earth. We all live on it. It’s
our first home and we should learn
how to take care of it. Just like how
we teach our kids to clean up their
mess after playtime, we also should
teach them about how to keep
the earth clean and healthy. When
we look back to our childhood, it
is easy to see how it shaped us to
be who we are today. This is why
it’s crucial to teach our children
about the environment, especially
at an early age. We must educate
the next generation to ensure
sustainable development
Since environmental education
doesn’t really have a good
reputation like Spongebob. The
Story Catcher will make it more fun
to learn about the environment!
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The Story Catcher will teach
children about their impact on
the environment by making the
consequences of their choices
visible. With interactive storytelling
they will have control over the
ending of the story. By collecting
missions and fulfilling them with
their own creativity, they will be
rewarded with a short video. These
short videos are the missing pieces
to the whole story in which the
consequences of their choices will
be visualized. The impact that they
made will be clear in the end video.
They are the creators of the story,
just like they will be the creators of
their future.
The Story Catcher is more than just
stories.

Work, Culture & Play
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Myrada

Raydaniël Petroudis
Raydaniel.petroudis@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
raydaniel-petroudis/
https://www.instagram.com/
raydanielpetroudis/

‘How Might We create
a movie experience
in which the young
multicultural audience
can feel equally
represented?’

Once upon a time, there was a
force called Stories. These were
little messages containing lifelong
learnings. They also made people
feel happy, sad, scared, hopeful
and more. Stories travelled from
mouth to mouth, tribe to tribe,
transforming –along the way- into
what the tribes experienced.
This way it was easier for the
tribespeople to understand the
emotions and learnings it brought.
As time went by, tribes grew into
big communities, developing
media, e.g., the so called ‘books’
and ‘movies’, that allowed Stories to
travel faster and reach more people.
But, with doing so, Stories lost some
of its power. It could not completely
transform to be understood by
everyone. Consequently, some
people missed the learnings and
emotions it brought.
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Enter Myrada, a tool created to
help Stories regain its powers. It
was used with ‘Movies’ and was
created for children (age 10). This
tool scanned them and created an
animated avatar. Then, it paired
each avatar with a personal face
shield, allowing the children to see
themselves on the movie screen.
Seeing themselves present in the
story boosted the children’s selfesteem, self-worth, and it made
them feel heard. Stories once again
had the power to speak to everyone
personally, unlocking emotions,
lifelong morals, values, and
hopefully live happily ever after.
The end.

Work, Culture & Play
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BearBeing

Melissa Woelders
https://www.melissawoelders.nl
hello@melissawoelders.nl
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
melissa-woelders/

‘How might we
normalize LGBTQ+?’

BearBeing is a playful education tool /
discussion starter used in non-religious
secondary schools to introduce kids (5-7
years old) to the spectrum LGBTQ+. It
is purely meant to introduce the kids
to the topic and to let them know that
it’s okay to be whoever you want to
be, not to imply any right or wrong. An
important factor is that heterosexuality
will also be mentioned as part of the
spectrum so that there’s no division
between heterosexualit/birth-gender
and LGBTQ+. The main goal is to
normalize LGBTQ+, starting with the
new generation (and their teachers) and
eventually working its way up.
In class, all kids get a box of gender
defining assets (like jewelry, clothes,
accessories, toys), an empty passport
and a teddy bear with a heartbeat
sensor. This sensor reacts to the kids’
own heartbeat and shows it through the
bear. Before adding any assets, the kids
are asked to compare their teddy bears.
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This will show them that underneath
the layers (assets) the bears are all the
same. Therefore, underneath the layers,
WE are all the same.
Then they will be asked to add assets
to the teddy bear and fill in their
passports according to their imagination
to give them an identity. When all kids
have ‘identified’ their bears, it’s time
to discuss their BearBeings. Do some
bears have overlapping genders/
preferences in their passport or in
their outfits? Then this will be used as
a starting point for discussion of the
LGBTQ+ spectrum. The teacher will
also ‘create’ a gender neutral bear, so
that there’s always a starting point for
discussion.
Let’s make LGBTQ+ BEARable!

Work, Culture & Play
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Coco Cool
Did you know that a festival can kill
you due to high temperatures? Yes
you heard that right. Coco Cool is
an innovative solution that brings
more safety to the festival grounds
terms of temperature.

May van de Graaf
mayvdg@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
may-van-de-graaf-94b8911b0/

‘How might we make
festivals safer when it
comes to body
temperature?’

Coco cool is a system designed
for festivals that consists of four
walk-through blocks and a digital
guidance. Festival-goers can walk
through the blocks to cool down,
to refresh and to hydrate. The Coco
blocks are scattered around the
festival grounds on the walking
routes and therefore you can hardly
escape a quick cool down.
Let’s get into the details. By walking
through Coco Breeze, you get
cold air blown on you from cooling
air systems to cool your body
temperature down. A frosty wind
to extinguish your heat! By walking
through Coco Water you will be
gently sprayed with water from
water nozzles to cool your body
down.
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Feel fresh and reborn again! By
walking through Coco Fix+ you
have the opportunity to refresh
yourself. You can use a mirror,
blotting paper and deodorant here.
Get that confidence back baby! By
walking through Coco Hydrate you
have the option to drink cold water
through a drinking water fountain.
You can never hydrate enough,
right? Last but not least, Coco Area.
This is a digital service that indicates
the surrounding temperature. It can
be used as a guidance for festivalgoers to dance at cooler areas and
avoid the hot areas. It’s displayed
on a big digital screen.
Coco cool is a solution that is
integrated as much as possible into
the festival itself. Therefore, it can
create a movement. If a festival can
kill you due to temperature, then it
should be normalized to cool down
at a festival, right? It’s a movement.
It’s easy. It’s cool.

Work, Culture & Play
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Pennel

Maika Sontrop
maika.sontrop@gmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/
maika-sontrop-851ba81a2

‘How might we help
students work more
effectively by creating
different environments
in a workspace?’

The environment can have a big
influence on you as a person.
It can influence your mood or
behaviour and motivation to
act. Therefor is working in a
good work environment very
important. It can promotes your
wellbeing and productivity.
Nowadays students experience
a lot of school pressure that
causes stress or even burnouts. Almost 80% reported
at least partial disruptions to
school and workplace mental
health services. So a good work
environment is needed. Creating
a good workspace is depending
on the certain activity students
are doing and it depends on the
person itself. Because everyone
experience comfort in a different
way.
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The Pennel is a product
consisting separate wooden
sheets. By sliding the sheets
into each other you can create
a variety of interior products.
You can build your own chair,
table or space. You can create
your own work environment.
Through this modular working
environment, you can create a
good workspace for everyone.

Work, Culture & Play
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E - Boards Method

Lisanne Beenen
lt.beenen@gmail.com
+31621443039
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
lisanne-beenen-496705200/

‘How might we teach
young consumers
and primary school
students what e-waste
is, how the problem
can be reduced and
processed a healthier
way?‘

E-waste is a unseen problem.
People buy new electronic devices
but don’t know the consequences.
They end up on a scrapyard in
developing countries where the
workers take the products apart,
incinerate them causing them to
breath in the toxic burning air.
To make impact on the world, I want
to target these consumers. Starting
at an age from 8 to 12, because the
new generations are the future and
will have the most knowledge. To
reach this audience I’ve designed a
lecture method for primary schools.
My E-Boards method will be offline
and online. This website is the place
to make the assignments, all the
lectures and informational videos.
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On the website you will find an 2D
walkthrough game starting in their
own house, seeing stories of people
on scrapyards in different countries,
or getting to know manufacturers
and recycle companies.
The character of the game will be
created with a cardboard device,
which the students will make during
a class they also will learn about the
parts.
This method will be available for
multiple years. After each year
the lecture will get harder, get
more creative and have more
assignments.
So after doing all these things and
more, they have learned more
about their electronic use, how
the recycling works and where the
recycle materials can go to make
new devices.

Work, Culture & Play
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AIMO

Kaja Kijewska
kijevska8@gmail.com

‘How might we help
people better manage
their time, focus and
priorities?’

These days when everything
seems possible, and these
days when you just cannot get
anything done... We all know
them.
Modern world keeps us
incredibly busy. Maintaining
a well-balanced life might be
challenging. Staying focused
and organised has never been
effortlessly easy.
Aimo gives you more control
over your time and attention.
Even if you don’t typically thrive
on a strict schedule, having
some clarity can be helpful
in times of unpredictability,
uncertainty, and stress. Follow
your plans and ideas with the
tool that makes it easier to do it.
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Implementing some structure to
your day can give you a sense
of control. It can also improve
your focus, organization, and
productivity. Choose what
you need. Clarify your values,
identify priorities, set and
achieve goals: what matters
most is the most important. Your
tasks, to-do’s and notes in one
well-structured place.
Keep focus, stay motivated.

Work, Culture & Play
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The Buddy Community

Esther Basting
estbas@hotmail.nl
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
esther-basting-b9221ab4/

‘How might we reduce the
loneliness amongst 18 till
25-year olds through an
interest-shared connection
with others by giving
them tools to create a
good quality friendship
more easily?’

We live busy lives, have a big to-do
list and see so many people. But
still, loneliness exists. Young adults
have a wide network and see many
people at on the daily, but still feel
a lack of connection. If so many of
us are lonely on a daily basis, why
not do something about it?
The Buddy Community is a multidimensional platform where young
adults can make connections
and form friendships in their own
way and pace. Get to know each
other digitally and move on to the
physical location to get to know
each other better during one of
the workshops according to your
interests.
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Bond over cooking lessons, get
to know each other better over
a museum trip and discuss your
mental health during your walk
through the city. The Buddy
Community is all about bonding
over shared-interest and reducing
the loneliness that users might
be feeling. Sharing feelings and
worries can instantly lead to a better
bond and it’s even better if you
can do it over an activity that you
and your new connection both find
interesting and fun to do.
So let’s fight loneliness together and
make the best out of these young
years!

Work, Culture & Play
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CityDipity

Eline Bobbe
Elinebobbe@hotmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
eline-bobbe-9a76451ab/

‘How might we slow
people down in their
daily routine so they
can reconnect with
others outside their
comfortzone?’

Social acceptance and
disconnection have been pretty
common subjects these days, and
are easily seen as a result of covid.
But even before covid people
already struggled with this problem,
but yet remains unsolved till now.

Immediately after this you get to
see how many people think the
same as you and where those
people are located. That’s nice,
recognition of your opinion. So
many people think the same as me.
How nice!

CityDipity is a system of public
installations all over the cities all
around the world. You are shifting
from going to work to going home,
and on your way you decide to use
the diptiycoffee machine machine.
While waiting for your product to be
dispensed, you look at the screen
on the device.
You see the current news, but all
the sudden the screen asks you a
question, which you can answer by
touchscreen.

After the experience you get a card
with a QR code, that leads you to
the app for further contact. Social
recognition helps people connect
through the app. With this initiative
we are working towards contact
outside of your comfort zone, while
slowing down between contexts.
This with an eye towards the future
where people are going to look
around, and see that even in times
of uncertainty you are not alone.
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Task A Way

Doraine Pastour
doraine@casema.nl
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
dorainepastour

‘How might we
motivate busy
students to work on
their school tasks in
order to improve their
school-life balance?’

Imagine you are a full-time
student, have a job, a social
life, hobbies and doing sports.
This could make you feel like
you have no time left, but the
schoolwork is building up and
you have no overview anymore.
You would just love to finish it all
in time, so you can have some
free time.

Task A Way is an app that
will transform your task list
into a visual world. The visual
perspective can help you clean
up the big mess of workload you
have in your head. You will walk
through different worlds with
your character and the objects
each represent a task. You can
tick them off and get points.

A lot of students struggle with
getting their homework, projects
and deadlines done, because
the amount of work is huge.
They are dealing with severe
stress, depression or burn-outs.
This was already the case a few
years ago due to performance
pressure from society and
schools, and the overload of
work. The pandemic has made
this worse among young people.

In between, you have given
yourself gifts as a reward that
you’ve worked towards. Those
are breaks to do something for
yourself. When have completed
everything, you will arrive at the
big victory.
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You finally have your deserved
free time and can celebrate
having overview, and getting
stuff done!

Work, Culture & Play
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Explore Mansion

Chimène Koote
chimenekoote@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
chim%C3%A8ne-koote63a4a5193/

‘How might we guide
high school students
through their career
choice process to help
them make a more
fitting choice for their
follow-up study?’

At the ending of high school most
students must make a hard choice.
What are they going to study?
Some students have known this
for a long time, and some have no
idea. Nowadays around circa 30%
of students stop in their first year
of college. Mostly, because their
expectations did not match their
reality.
But how does this happen?
Nowadays, students start with
orienting on studies in their last
years of high school and they
experience a lot of external
pressure. With my innovation, the
‘Explore mansion’ I want to reduce
this pressure by extending and
simplifying the study choice process
and thus decreasing the gap
between expectation v.s. the reality.
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The ‘Explore Mansion’ consists of
3 floors (phases) in which students
will get to know themselves, get
recommendations based on their
personality & skills and then having
the possibility to seeing a possible
career in a real context. It is really
about starting from within and
exploring in an interactive manner.
Thus the high school students can
have a more personalized study
choice process and can make
a more certain and sustainable
decision.

Work, Culture & Play
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New Reality
Perspectives
38

AI Wide Open

Meara Leentvaar
mearaleentvaar@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
meara-leentvaar-28871b190

‘How might we create
transparency in AI on
both the front and back
end for consumers and
AI developers to gain
a better understanding
and create trust in AI?’

AI Wide Open is a revolutionary
technique that helps vulnerable
people gain insights in how
decisions are being made for them
by an AI whilst doing sensitive tasks
i.e., applying for a loan or health
insurance.
By pressing on the eye icon when
browsing a website where AI is
being used you can see how the AI
has been built, what data it’s build
on and how that data is being used
to make decisions for you. On this
basis you can decide whether you
want to blacklist the website, so
you’ll no longer find them when
browsing. The company of this
website will also be notified that
they are blacklisted so that they can
see how important transparency
and equal treatment is to everyone.
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This will give back transparency and
honesty in your life and will force
companies not to hide behind a
profitable but discriminatory model
but rather be open about how
they make these models that can
possibly affect your life. The only
step now is legislation so that every
company must implement AI Wide
Open, so join AI Wide Open and
let’s make a difference!

New Reality Perspectives
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Human +
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FairFund

Yasmin Hoekstra
0863905@hr.nl
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
yasminhoekstra/

‘How might we
stimulate others to
share their wealth with
less fortunate?’

Fifteen years ago, I bought a
new pair of shoes. They were of
shiny patent ‘leather’ and very
cheap. I was very young and
had little money to spend, so
that worked out well. After a
few days, my mother came into
my room. It stank of chemicals
coming from the shoes. She
told me to take them outside or
return them. That was the first
time I was forced to think about
my purchases. Later, I found out
that the people who make those
cheap shoes work day and night
in the smell of chemicals.
I decided never to buy cheap
clothes again.
Unfortunately, more than ever in
history, there are people who are
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forced into work under
terrible conditions. In some
cases, you can even speak
of modern slavery. This has
led me to develop FairFund.
A platform where markers of
Fairtrade products can start
a crowdfunding campaign on
their own. Consumers, like
you and me, can invest in the
crowdfunding campaign by
taking a picture. When enough
photos are collected, they will
be sold as a whole in the form
of a NFT. The amount raised by
selling the NFT will go to the
markers of the crowdfunding
campaign.

Human +
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Immersense

Vincent Forsch
vincent.forsch@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in
/vincentforsch/

‘How might we help
businesses provide
better mental health
for their employees
using digital
solutions?’

Immersense virtual reality
glasses offer an immersive virtual
reality-meditation experience.
Through the use of live
biofeedback implementation the
virtual environment will adapt to
what the user needs most at that
specific moment in time to find
peace within themselves.
Immersense strives to help
businesses run better by
helping their employees reach
their optimum mental health.
It will break up a (work)day by
providing users with a moment
of peace, completely adapted to
what works best for them. This
will give them a chance to let go
of built-up stress and make them
more focussed and motivated
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during the rest of the day,
whenever and wherever they
like.
Meditation can be hard for a
lot of people, I want to make it
more accessible by using virtual
reality to immerse them into
personalised environments.
I believe there can’t be a healthy
business, without healthy
employees.

Human +
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Your Neuroaestethic Study Room

Victor van den Bree
v.vandenbree@planet.nl
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
victor-van-den-bree-37a670129/
https://www.instagram.com/
victorvandenbree/

‘How might we
maintain the health of
young adult students
while studying from
home during the
corona pandemic?’

My innovation comes with
several sensors which measure
‘the aesthetics’ in the room while
you are studying. For instance:
the amount of sunlight entering
your room on a daily or hourly
basis, the scents in your room
or the amount of movement the
young adult has on a daily or
hourly basis.
By measuring these factors
the sensors are given input
which will be translated to an
output giving advice on which
changes to make in your work
environment.

For instance: the amount of
sunlight entering your room on a
daily or hourly basis, the scents
in your room or the amount of
movement the young adult has
on a daily or hourly basis.
By measuring these factors
the sensors are given input
which will be translated to an
output giving advice on which
changes to make in your work
environment.

My innovation comes with
several sensors which measure
‘the aesthetics’ in the room while
you are studying.
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A Good Bye

Thiemen Stoppelenburg
Thiemenstoppelenburg@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/thiemenstoppelenburg-366a15164/
https://www.instagram.com/
tib_in_a_nutshell/?hl=nl

“How might we ease
the grieving process of
people who suffered
traumatic loss of lost
ones through virtual
means?”

It can be the most sudden thing you
will ever experience. Traumatic loss
of loved ones. No time to process,
grief, accept and say goodbye.
People that suffer from traumatic
loss must experience one of the
hardest grieving processes known
too grievers. There is simply a
lack of time in combination with
a tremendous amount of hurt.
This uncontrollable shock needs
attention and deserves help.
This is a virtual grieving tool. A
space created in VR, with the image
of the person, sound of their voice
and the environment that made
this person happy. A newly created
memory to make the step towards
acceptance easier. The clips from
this are collected through social
media and the people that are
grieving.
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This is facilitated at the funeral
home and arranged by a grieving
counsellor. This way the images
cannot be shown too often and the
message can be a positive grieving
tool.
Because grief is individual and
differs per person, this innovation
will never be for everyone. Yet
because of its possibilities in
choices throughout the experience,
it becomes more personal and
implementable for more people and
their specific set of emotions. The
goal is to give traumatic grievers a
warming remembrance and positive
road to acceptance.

Human +
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Petite

Rik Endenburg
rikendenburg6@gmail.com
+31 6 3194 6837

‘How might we create
a generation in which
healthy, tasty and sustainable cooking is a
family activity?’

A Petite box contains
ingredients, stories, music,
games and toys based on a
specific culture or season. The
recipes are fun and simple
which makes them accessible
for kids. Petite brings food
closer to children. They will have
physical contact with food while
contributing to the family. In this
way, kids will become overall
more confident and adventurous
eaters.

Only in this case, to highlight
the divine products that mother
earth has to offer. I believe Petite
is a gateway to family quality
time, joy, health and education.

Because brands like McDonald’s
and M&M are doing a really
great job at selling junk to
children, Petite uses the same
psychology.
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SkinWay, The Booth

Merel Vanoutryve
www.studiomerel.be

It is no secret that many people
suffer from facial skin problems.
There are countless products on
the market today that can help
us with this. But which product
should we use? What is good for
our skin and the personal skin
problems we face every day?

info@studiomerel.be

‘How might we help
people with little
knowledge about skincare rediscover their
own skin, so that they
can improve it with
the right products?’

Skinway’s Booth can help you.
The booth can be found in
numerous shopping centres,
it is accessible to everyone.
The booth was designed as a
relaxing environment so that
you really experience a personal
me-time moment. Through
an interactive screen, you are
asked questions that helps us
to correctly analyse a skincare
routine for you.
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After the experience, a page
will be printed out where you
will find all the information. (The
products you can use with their
ingredients, a personal routine
and some tips and tricks to make
taking care of your skin even
easier). With this information,
you can get started right away
and give your skin the perfect
boost!
Let’s make skincare more
accessible together!

Human +
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Head inside
Look inside the head of someone
who struggles with depression.

Merel Prins
Merelprins.mp@gmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/
merel-prins-b61a15200

‘How might we help
people better understand first hand what
it means to suffer from
depression?’

Head Inside is about better
understanding a depression. People
who are suffering from a depression
know how this feels. It would be
nice if friends or family who are
not dealing with a depression will
understand them, but that is a lot of
the time not the case. If you don’t
suffer from a depression it is hard to
understand the feelings of someone
who suffers from a depression.
Head Inside is an exposition where
you will experience what a person
thinks and feels who suffers from a
depression. You will hear voices of
different people in the exposition.
These people are all people who
suffer from a depression.
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They will tell their personal feelings
and thoughts when suffering from
a depression. These feelings will
be shown and felt through art on
the screens all around you and
vibrations and warm and cold air
that will be felt in the whole room.
By doing this I want to make
depressions discussable. People
struggle to talk about it and
people who don’t know the feeling
struggle with understanding. Via
this exposition I want to help both
parties and make them feel more
comfortable.
Let’s help the people who suffer
from a depression by trying to
understand their feelings better
through Head Inside!

Human +
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Low-Key Minimal Living

Megan Eland
https://meganeland.
myportfolio.com
meganeland19@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
megan-eland-6653b71a1/

‘How might we make
minimalism more
approachable?’

Minimalism means living with
only the necessary stuff so you
can focus on what is actually
important. This app will guide
to a tidier and relaxing life. In
easy to follow steps you’ll learn
how to minimize your stuff and
how this will affect your life. You
can follow the app in your own
tempo and their isn’t any haste
involved. You will start with an
easy category and then after
learn how to tidy up everything
you own.
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The app will also guide you
to realizing how this process
changes your life for the better.
And you can share your process
with the community whom can
also help you in your process if
you need extra help.

Human +
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Room

Lakiesha Kromoinangoen
lakieshakromoinangoen@live.nl
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
lakiesha-kromoinangoen222920138/

‘How might we help
teens and young
adults find their
clothing size that
fits their body while
shopping at online
stores?’

Returning your clothes at your
favorite shop is easier than ever.
You’ll put the return label on
the package and bring it to your
post office, most of the time
right around the corner. This
journey leads us to ordering
more and more. Just to try it
before we actually buy it. But
what are the consequences of
ordering six jeans, to end up
only with one that actually fits?
One word: Landfills and all
the terrible consequences that
entails.

With the smart technology of
depth mapping, we can create
a digital version of you with all
the right measurements. With
one click, you can shop online
and see how your favorite items
fit on your digital self. No need
to wait before it arrives and less
returns, while taking care of the
planet. All in the comfort of your
own room.
Room - The most accurate
digital clothing fitting service
experienced.

Room is brought to the world
and for the world to help you
find the right size.
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Human +
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Everspeak – your very own VR speech training

Grzegorz Jędrzejczak
grzesiekj8@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
grzegorz-j%C4%99drzejczak
-5436111a2/

‘How might we help
people overcome
their public speaking
struggles, and help
them grow and
improve in a fun and
engaging way?’

Everspeak is a VR experience that
helps you in overcoming public
speaking anxiety, by making your
journey of improvement fun,
engaging, and safe.

Practice your speeches with
customized scenarios, daily
challenges, AI audience or if you
feel comfortable enough - real
people.

Public speaking being the part of
everyone’s lives, our solution is for
just anyone. Doesn’t matter if you’re
a Rookie, just starting his journey, or
a Veteran that has already mastered
the ins and outs of his speeches,
you’ll definitely find more room to
grow with our help!

Receive detailed reports on
your speeches, packed with
sophisticated data and analyses,
displayed in a friendly and clear
manner.

Develop a bond with your own
personalized AI companion, that
will act as a personal guide, and
assistant, throughout the whole
process. Take your buddy with you
into the real world, by connecting
him to a physical object!

Access the unlimited opportunities
of the metaverse and become a
part of Everspeak community.
Take advice from Experts,
become one or create your own
little communities based around
common topic.
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Hop into the relaxation mode and
let off some steam!

Human +
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Snoozer
The alarm clock that helps you fall
asleep!

Caitlin Boot
Cathboot@gmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/
caitlin-boot-950b77132/
https://www.instagram.com
/chaoticcaitlin

‘How might we help
people with irregular
shifts transition easier
from a state of awake
to sleep?’

Getting quality sleep is the biggest
problem among adults who work
irregular shifts like in the industry
and hospitals. These people are my
one billion. The difficulty is that a
‘normal’ sleep schedule or rhythm
does not fit with these workers while
most of the time these people have
important jobs.
During my research I found out
that falling asleep is the biggest
problem. Their mental state is active
while going to bed. Snoozer helps
them get into a more relaxed state,
making it easier to fall asleep.
Snoozer is a different take on an
alarm clock, not for aggressive
waking but for transitioning.
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It helps you wake up and go to
sleep with different changeable
soundwaves. The sound helps the
mind turn off and helps to wake up
in a more natural way.
The clock also has a visual light
function, to trigger your inner
Circadian clock. This will fake the
natural way the sun would rise
as you wake up. As the light of
Snoozer would slowly fade your
body would react and tell it to go to
sleep.
A big part of our working society
has trouble sleeping but we don’t
really do anything to help them.
Let’s help them with their irregular
schedules and give them something
to perform and feel better.
‘Let them SNOOZE away!’

Human +
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Project Eden

Berend Kalberg
berend.kalberg@gmail.com

‘How might we
combat the feeling
of being alone at
home for senior
citizens with the use
of virtual companions
and interactive
applications?’

You can feel a lot of solitude
and loneliness living at home
by yourself. Many people
experience this from young
people moving out of their
parents house to elderly living in
retirement housing. The silence
at home can be distressing and
the lack of social contact is bad
for mental health.

For example she can have you
play online games like chess or
rummikub against other elderly
alone at home. And all of this
by only using your voice. This
way you meet new people while
Eden guides you along the way.

Project Eden is a virtual
companion created to be
your friend at home. Build on
top of the Google Assistant
ecosystem Eden can sense
your emotions by wearables,
respond accordingly and get you
connected to others.
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Nunchi App

Aleksandra Szumiec
szumiecaleksandra@gmail.com
https://www.behance.net/
aleksandraszumiec
www.linkedin.com/in/
aleksandra-szumiec

‘How might we provide
a safe space for young
adults so they could
share mental struggles,
express emotions and
find relatedness through
reframing social media?’

Due to the COVID outbreak and
strict social distancing measures,
people around the world face
diverse challenges in maintaining
their well-being. Sadly speaking
we are currently dealing with
more than one pandemic, since
every 40 seconds one person
dies of suicide. Furthermore,
according to The World Health
Organization 1 in 4 people
globally will experience a mental
disorder in their lifetime.

A social medium that is free of
charge and dark patterns, but
full with emotional supporters
and relatedness.

Here Nunchi comes to the
rescue. A digital, yet safe space,
where people can express
their feelings and struggles
anonymously, in a way they find
comfortable – through text,
image, voice recording, colour,
song, quote, you name it.

Sharing your feelings
is caring for yourself
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We, as a society, haven’t
developed ways on how to talk
about mental and emotional
struggles in the public space.
However, sharing struggles
and emotions with an on-line
community can be the first step
to reach for help and support.

Human +
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Smart City
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Mi casa es su casa

Pieter Beenhakkers
pieterbeenhakkers@hotmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
pieter-beenhakkers-9536581b2/

‘How might we build
a housing community
that first time house
owners prefer over a
house that you own by
yourself?’

The entire world is in a housing
crisis due to various causes. The
simple solution would be building
more houses. While the number
of people in our world is growing,
the number of resources and space
simply is not. By reading upon the
shared economy I got inspired by
communal living.
But do people really want to live
in such a community? The answer
is yes! My research shows that my
target group is willing to share 59%
of their living space. 67% is willing
to share their kitchen, 87% their
garden and all the 15 first-timehouseowners I spoke with where
willing to share their living room.
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Mi casa es su casa is a product
within a service. The product is a
setup for a community. Building
blocks variating from bedrooms to
kitchens to bathrooms, etc. are preproduced in the factory. With these
blocks the people will build their
own community. The service around
this is that the customers will be
guided in their process of starting a
community. The service then being
matching personalities and skills
and consulting on architecture,
finance and ownership.
With this new way of living firsttime-houseowners have the
option to live in a community with
likeminded people. Living in a
shared community is not just sharing
these recourses and space, but it
is sharing experiences, knowledge
and values.
Smart City
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Repark

Santeri Suova
s.suova@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
santeri-suova/

‘How might we utilize
the unusable textile
waste?’

Estimated 92 million tonnes of
textile waste is being created
each year globally and the
numbers are increasing. Most of
it ends up into landfills or getting
burned. We are consuming more
fast fashion than ever before and
it’s affecting our climate.
My innovation Repark is
a company that creates
contemporary parks /
playgrounds made from
textile waste. This way we are
preventing the material from
getting burned or dumped into
landfills in vain. It is also much
more sustainable way of creating
these eye-catching public
pieces.
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Repark also provides containers
for your used, non-reusable
textile for you to recycle for our
building material. These parks
can also be used as educational
places for younger people to
learn about the effects from
overconsuming clothes and
recycling. Otherwise, these
unique places are open for
public, and the idea is to bring
awareness and support people
to start recycling their clothes.
Don’t throw your clothes into
trash. Give them to us! – Circular
economy is the future.

Rebooting Nature
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Lana

Maaike Helleman
maaikehelleman@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
maaike-helleman-89b3b31a1/
https://maaikehelleman.
myportfolio.com/

‘How can we make a
useful product from
sheep wool to reduce
the waste stream of
it?’

Every year 200.000.000 kg
of sheep’s wool is produced
worldwide, of which on average
90% is not used. Many people
do not know this and think that a
wool jumper for €40 is a normal
price. While a fair price for a
wool jumper is around €400.
Sheep farmers receive little or
no money for their wool, so it
ends up in large piles and does
not get used. This is a shame
because sheep’s wool is a
very beautiful product. When I
discovered that sheep’s wool is
such a large waste stream and
has many positive properties I
wanted to make a useful product
out of sheep’s wool.
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To give the sheep’s wool a new
purpose in order to reduce
waste steam and give sheep
farmers a fair price. By doing
that Lana was born.
Lana is a curtain made of sheep’s
wool. Using this material as a
curtain has many advantages
for the room. The advantages
of wool are that it can regulate
temperature and sound. The
wool ensures that in the summer
the heat is absorbed and in
the winter the heat is given
off. In addition, wool is a good
insulator so your space would
experience less echo with Lana.
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Water Supply Station

Lionel Delphin
delphin.lionel@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
lionel-delphin/

‘How might we provide
sanitation and better
manage water to ensure
enough supply to
growing underprivileged
population?’

Today, we have an increasing
global population consuming more
water on a planet with increasing
droughts. Population growth,
economic development, climate
change and urbanization are driving
up demand and further increasing
pressure on water quality.

Water Supply Station helps
underprivileged families who want
to fetch for water by minimalizing
the localization of water and
enjoying affordable equal prices
unlike typical water pumps or other
poor water access far away from
their home.

Women and children must carry
water to 76% of households and
200 million is the number of work
hours spent each day by women
collecting their families’ water. 440
million is the number of school days
lost to water-related disease each
year.

It comes with different pump
stations that contains clean drinking
water. You just need to choose
one to be able to refill your water
bucket. In order to facilitate the use
of this new infrastructure, a website,
a mobile application and banners
will be set up. This system will give
the opportunity for children and
women empowerment mainly.

Digitalization also has a tremendous
impact on developing countries
these days. Almost everyone
uses cell phones. The digital
empowerment of citizens will
give the opportunity to children
to continue to go to school while
helping their mothers to fetch for
clean water.
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Water of tomorrow, water for
everyone!

Rebooting Nature
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Circusects

Leo Klingmüller
leoklingmueller@web.de
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
leo-klingmüller-350403227
https://www.instagram.com/
leokmueller

‘How might we give
people the possibility
to grow insects at
home?’

Food production has a great impact
on the environment. The production
of meat is a big factor when it
comes to greenhouse gasses
produced in the production of food.
With the growing population and
the increasing demand for animal
proteins, a solution must be found.
In comes my innovation. Circusects
is supposed to give you the
opportunity to make animal proteins
at home by growing nutritious
insects on your kitchen counter. It
is specifically designed to be used
inside your house. It offers a clean
and easy process so you can quickly
get started in making your own
insect meals.
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A part of the food provided to the
insects will be food waste from
the household which adds to the
sustainability, as food waste is also
a big problem. As an additional
gadget there will be a smart herb
garden on the side of the shelf.
The nutrients are provided by
the excrements of the insects.
Alongside the grow shelf itself there
will be recipes and an app to help
you with the process.
Circusects looks and feels like a
piece of furniture, with a lot of
wooden elements. Wood is also
used to underline the sustainability
aspect of the product. The user
should have the feeling of having
bought a good quality product

Rebooting Nature
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The Try Pet

Sanne van Marle
SVMarle@outlook.com

‘How might we
educate families on
what pet is right for
their lifestyles in an
interactive way?’

For millions of years, pets have
been part of our lives. Researchers
found that it once began with
domesticating wolves; and
eventually, cats, birds, rabbits
and you name it came into the
mix. A bond between a human
and an animal is truly something
special; there’s hardly anything
like it. People turn to pets for
companionship and comfort. Over
the course of the years, pets have
easily gained the title of man’s best
friend.
Sounds nice, doesn’t it? But the
reality of the situation isn’t always so
sunny.
Many pets are dumped every year
due to people misinterpreting the
time, money and energy that goes
into having a pet.
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These pets end up in shelters if
they’re lucky; out in the wild to
defend themselves if they are not.
The Try Pet is an innovation created
to combat these conditions and
ensure animals get the home that
they deserve. The Try Pet is an
interactive experience that allows
people to try having a pet without
actually having one. The Try Pet will
prompt families with “challenges”
which in essence, are all tasks that
come with pet parenthood. At
the end of the trial week new (or
current owners of other pets) will be
assessed on their performance.
The end goal? Getting pets the
homes that they deserve, and
finding owners that are deserving.
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Gaia: Interactive 3D installation
Gaia is in the Greek mythology the
personification of mother earth.
Gaia is the ancestral mother of all
life.

Anne-Fleur Bruins
annefleurbruins@outlook.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
anne-fleur-bruins-0287a8122/
www.annefleurbruins.com

‘How might we
connect humans to
other animals more?’

Gaia is an interactive 3D experience
where you learn how to connect to
other animals again. The experience
has as goal show the value of
connection to other living beings.
By teaching people about behavior,
the similarities between species in
behavior and let them experiment
with the knowledge they gained in
an interactive way they will connect
to other living beings again and
will make different choices towards
them. Because if they know the
value of other living beings, they
will make different choices towards
them. Because something your
connected with you will care for
differently and value more.
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Gaia is for people that are interest
in animal behavior in all age
groups. This will be an independent
exposition, still will be a pop-up/
gorilla.
For every different culture/religion
there will be a different animal
at the center of the exposition.
In some cultures/religions some
animals aren’t as socially accepted
as the other. But the basics of
communicating to animals remain
the same.
The goal of Gaia is the reconnect to
other animals again and show the
value of them in human lives.
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